
 Fact Sheet 

Film Making 
 

 

What is it? 
Our film making activities will bring out the Steven 

Spielberg in everyone!  These creative and energetic 

activities will engage people in your brand, values or 

theme, whilst having the opportunity to try something 

different to the average day job. 

Training Video 
A chance to write, storyboard, film and produce a 

training video specific to your company. Whether it 

exposes the do’s and don’ts of sales, the art of great 

customer service or niche networking know-how, 

teams collaborate to create their own entertaining 

and educational film. 

Teams tackle the challenge in one of two ways.  

Each group works together to produce their own 

complete training video, or teams work on a scene or 

set of scenes to contribute to a collaborative ‘one 

team’ film. 

Roles are allocated, including producer, director, 

scriptwriter, actors/actresses and editor. 

Usually having 2-3 hours to script, film, edit and 

produce their videos, teams are compelled to 

employ effective communication, time-management 

and creativity. 

With access to our ‘film studios’ you will find essential 

equipment, facilities and expertise to aid in your 

videos.  

 

 

 

Feature Film 
Lights, camera, action! 

Create and produce your own version of a 

blockbuster. 

Again, teams can work on the same movie and 

produce separate scenes for it, or tackle different 

films independently. 

Obviously time will be of the essence. You won’t be 

able to create the next Oscar nominated movie! 

Time management will be key to condensing your 

masterpiece in to a five minute production. 

Ever-helpful, our experts can advise teams  

on the production of their scenes. Utilising an 

assortment of costumes, make-up and props, the 

amateur thespians are equipped to act out their 

cinematic extravaganza.  

After all the acting amusement, teams edit and 

produce their mini masterpieces and the teams’ 

films will be screened. 

The finale! 
After all editing and production is complete, the 

final results can be screened to the whole group. 

This may be over dinner where your creations are 

judged and winners are announced, with awards 

presented for the best videos in certain categories; 

such as ‘best overall video’, ‘most interesting 

representation’, ‘most informative’ or ‘greatest 

entertainment’. 

Your film making event can be tailored to any of 

your specific requirements and training videos can 

focus on key business or product messages. 

 



 Fact Sheet 

Film Making 

Number of people 5 – 100+  

Duration From 2.5 hours to a day (or more!) 

Venue / Logistics Indoor or outdoor  

What we supply 

Instructor and facilitators, props and costumes, all equipment 

required for the activity. 

Pre event planning and on site management.  

Pricing On application  

Health and safety 
Risk Assessed, £10million Public & Product Liability & Professional 

Indemnity Insurance  

Timing and Logistics: 

Who is it suitable for? 
• Any ages or backgrounds 

• Any newly formed team 

• Teams, organisations or departments lacking  

    familiarity 

• Co-operation dependent teams 

• Established teams needing revitalising 

• Teams seeking better co-operation 

 

What are the benefits and outcomes? 

• Communication and delegation 

• Team collaboration to achieve a common goal 

• Creative enjoyment 

• Time management abilities 

 

Optional Extras: 

• Purchasing music or paying PRS fees should teams   

    wish to use popular music tracks 

• Teams have a set amount of free editing time,  

   although expert editors’ time can be paid for 


